I. Introduction
In today's era, the demand for high-bit-rate services in wire-less communication system as well as in wired communication system is growing. Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT), the foremost time consuming block in data communication systems, is facing each high flexibility reprogrammaibility and high data handling capacity requirements in current wireless systems. It should be simply reprogramed or recon-figured to support numerous standards and operational modes. For instance, the scale of FFT is desired to be change-able under completely different operation environments. The present application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs), cannot provide the specified flexibility and reprogrammability. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) and inverse FFT (IFFT) algorithms are core processing blocks used for conversion from time-to-frequency domain (FFT) and from frequency-to-time domain (IFFT) and represent the foremost computation intensive tasks.
The baseband hardware must be efficient and capable enough to compute FFT among the time constraints necessary to support various wireless standards. Baseband hardware should be scalable so it supports multiple wireless standards likewise as it should meet the performance constraints like high speed, low space and low power consumption. Hence, the system needs a scalable FFT module that meets the demands of end user applications.
WHAT IS FFT?
There are many ways in which to calculate the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), like solving simultaneous linear equations or the correlation technique. The fast Fourier transform (FFT) is another technique for calculating the DFT. The discrete Fourier transform converts a time-domain sequence into identical frequency-domain sequence. The inverse discrete Fourier transform performs the reverse operation and converts a frequency-domain sequence into identical time-domain sequence.The fast Fourier transform (FFT) may be a very efficient algorithmic program technique based on the discrete Fourier transform however with fewer computations needed. The FFT is one among the foremost usually used operations in digital signal process to provide a frequency spectrum analysis. 2 different procedures are introduced to calculate an FFT, the decimation-in-frequency and also the decimation-in-time. Whereas it produces an equivalent result as the other approaches, it's incredibly more efficient, usually reducing the computation time by hundreds.
Frequency analysis of distinct signal is conveniently per-formed on digital signal processors. So as to perform such an analysis one has to transform the signal from time domain to frequency domain representation.
FFT is itself not a transformation however simply a computational algorithm to evaluate discrete Fourier transform (DFT).The N-point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) X (k) of an N-point sequence x(n) is by definition:
where the twiddle factor WN is given by:
The overall flow of the FFT is given in below figure.
Fig.1-Flow diagram of FFT

II. Objective
Currently in the field of signal processing for communications, there is a rapid development evolving programming formats and in algorithms which act as a key in designing a system. 
III. Proposed System
Scalability is the capability of a system, network, or process to handle a growing amount of work. In other words, capability of a system to increase its total output under an increased load when new resources are added. An algorithm, design, networking protocol, program, or other system is said to be scalable if it is suitably efficient and practical when applied to large situations. The FFT operates by decomposing an N point time domain signal into N time domain signals every composed of one point. The second step is to calculate the N frequency spectra equivalent to these N time domain signals. Lastly, the N spectra are synthesized into one frequency spectrum. Here scalable FFT is implemented using code composer studio with DSK kit as shown in the figure 2. 
Design of Scalable FFT architecture for Advanced Wireless Communication Standard
Experimental Results
We examined the proposed design of Scalable FFT using code composer studio and DSK kit with the existing techniques and obtained the results by using different cases as shown below and the time parameter is obtained which is desirable. Table 1 and Table 2 shows the comparative analysis of different processors. Case 1 and case 2 are explained in detail likewise we can obtained results for different points of FFT.
Case 1-
For N=8point- Figure 3 shows the decomposition of an N-point DFT into 2 (N/2)-point DFTs, for N = 8. As a results of the decomposition method, the X's in Figure 3 are even within the upper half and odd within the lower half. The decomposition method will now be repeated such that every of the (N/2)-point DFTs is further decomposed into 2 (N/4)-point DFTs. For N=16 point- Figure 6 shows the decomposition of an N-point DFT into two (N/2)-point DFTs, for N = 16. As a result of the decomposition process, the X's in Figure 6 are even in the upper half and odd in the lower half. The decomposition process can now be repeated such that each of the (N/2)-point DFTs is further decomposed into two (N/4)-point DFTs. 
